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VOLUNTEER WITH E&H FOUNDATION
E&H Foundation (www.enhfoundation.in) has been set up with the objective to enable affordable
quality education and health services for the underprivileged in the state of Uttar Pradesh in India and
aims to reach out to 100,000 children by 2025. In last 5 years, E&H Foundation has enabled quality
education for approximately 17000 underprivileged children, with more than 50% being girl students,
by supporting two models in Farrukhabad, Lucknow and Kanpur districts of Uttar Pradesh.
E&H Foundation recently launched a volunteer programme tailored to suit the needs and skills of
each volunteer and will provide them deep insight into education policy and practice in the country,
its impact on underprivileged children, current challenges, as well as an opportunity to be involved in
a noble cause.
Other advantages of volunteering with E&H Foundation are: volunteer certificate; letter of
recommendation; opportunity to apply for paid summer/winter internship; mentorship by our
illustrious board members, who are a mix of corporate, economy, and banking sector.
Following is a list of activities volunteers can engage in, based on their interest. We do encourage
volunteers to suggest other ways they would like to support the cause of quality education for
underprivileged children. A minimum commitment of 3 months is expected from all volunteers. Feel
free to get in touch with us at volunteer@eandhfoundation.ngo. You can also reach out to us on
Whatsapp: 9773501485. To know more about us, visit our website www.enhfoundation.in.
Activities for volunteers
1. Be a research volunteer
a. Conduct studies on the increasing problems of low quality learning for
underprivileged children and analyse the education policy that operates in the
country. What are the loopholes? What can an individual/organisation do to bridge
the gap?
b. Research Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) groups E&H Foundation can partner
with to promote the cause of education.
c. Research potential events, E&H Foundation can organise or become charity partner
in - e.g. setup stall, organising talks, presentations or awareness camps, to push the
cause of quality of education for underprivileged children.
d. Research on a topic that you feel is crucial. New ideas are always welcome!
2. Be an outreach volunteer: Awareness is the key
a. Reach out to 10 people around you and educate them about the problems in the Indian
education system. Help us connect with at least 5 individuals who would like to be
associated with the cause.
b. Have conversation with other colleges’ NSS groups/societies or individual students.
Explore other avenues of outreach in colleges.
c. Team of volunteers can help set up awareness camps at places like malls, schools,
residential areas where you get a chance to talk and educate people the alarming
situation of education in India.
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3. Be a photography volunteer: ‘Shoot’ for change
If you believe your camera has the power to capture the exquisiteness of human emotions, join us and
visit our classes in various parts of Uttar Pradesh to document the impact of Foundation’s activities.
4. Be a campaigner
From ice bucket challenge to holding a sanitary napkin as a symbol to generate awareness, campaigns
- be it online or offline, have the power to stimulate action. If you believe you have the ability to think
out of the box, here’s your chance to be a volunteer and develop innovative and creative campaigns
with us.
5. Be an action hero
a. Do you have the power to convince people? Motivate them to contribute for the cause
of education. Every contribution has the power to change the world. A like on
Facebook isn’t enough to educate a child.
b. Form teams and start online fundraising campaigns
c. Encourage other people to start their own fundraising campaigns
6. Be a social media volunteer
a. Use the power of words to catalyse change. Join us and develop case studies to
highlight Foundation’s work and impact through social media.
b. Help us reach out to more people on social media.
7. Have a skill? Volunteer with us
a. Are you passionate about something? Writing, painting, communicating, reading,
strategy making etc? We believe that every person has a skill which could change
someone’s life.
b. If you are fluent at voicing your thoughts, help us by communicating our message to
a large audience. If you believe your ideas have the ability to bring about a change,
help us formulate long-term and short term strategies to expand our work. If you
believe that art can be a change maker, join us. Remember, your art has the power to
change the life of a child!
Feel free to get in touch with us at volunteer@eandhfoundation.ngo. You can also reach out to us on
Whatsapp: 9773501485. To know more about us, visit our website www.enhfoundation.in.
Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Videos
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